
Art Connection, small group gallery session for secondary students. 

 

 

 

Welcome to our new secondary school gallery sessions ‘Art Connection’ designed to foster playful 

and imaginative curiosity around artworks in the Fitzwilliam Museum, discover a relevance for young 

people through open-ended dialogues with art, ‘Art Connection’. 

The session introduces a wider lens on cultural and ideological viewpoints, forming and expressing 

non-judgement-based awareness of diversity. 

Contextualizing the artist and their journey towards ‘making’, relating this to their own experiences 

as young artists.  

Choose from one of three themes, 

1. Portraits and Heads 

2. Landscapes, near and far 

3. How to read a painting 

Research 

Students are encouraged to use their sketchbook to record these sessions. 

Creative connection 

Students may enjoy recording through photography on their phones, or match it to some music on 

their playlist, thinking about films, theatre or dance that relates to these artworks.  

Situating the embodied emotional experience  

Reflecting on emotional or creative responses they may encounter from their interaction with the 

artworks.  

Session structure for Museum Educator (M.E) led session: 

A warm welcome on your arrival at the Museum as a group walk to a selected gallery. 

In the gallery the museum educator will open discussion about 2 key art works in your chosen them 

and facilitate a pair and group work inquiry by your students with our free ‘Art Connection’ postcard.  

Further School based enrichment 

Their journey home from the Fitzwilliam Museum is part of the experience.  

• Study the landscape far and near while travelling, referencing for example, Renoir’s ‘Gust of 

Wind’. 

• Observing faces around you referencing to portraits in painting and sculpture. 

• The sensory or tactile experience their emotive experience, notice shifts and subtle changes 

along the way. Referencing this to how artists experience the making processes.  

• Noting and reflecting on your experience at the museum and of the artwork.  

 


